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Bringing Telecoms
Training to Life
Since 2002
We deliver certified training in mobile and wireless
technologies, through innovative learning tools
and intuitive learning platforms. Serving clients
globally, we work with service providers, equipment
vendors, device manufacturers, network monitoring
solutions and government agencies to deliver
technology training in both live and on demand
formats.

Certified Training
We deliver the highest quality of teaching:

O

Independently certified

O

Regularly Reviewed

O

Recognised Industry Bodies

Our learner focused approach means we cater for a spectrum of learning styles,
levels and goals, which feed into the considered structures of our technology
courses.

90+ Technology

Courses
5G 4G Legacy

Multi

Most Popular
Courses

Complementary

Our technology expertise spans 5G, 4G, Legacy, Multi, and Complementary
technologies, reflected in our extensive portfolio of training courses. Our catalogue
includes a wide range of topics, covering a spectrum of technical levels – with each
course carefully broken down into intuitive learning modules.

5G rollout is gathering pace. Ensure
your teams are at the cutting edge of
this latest technology with our popular
range of 5G training courses from
the fundamentals to the intricacies of
deployment.

Introduction to 5G

Introduction to New
Radio

 3 Hours

 4 Hours



Introduction to
Voice over New
Radio

5G System
Engineering

 3 Hours

 12 Hours



5G Air Interface

LTE System
Engineering

 18 Hours

 18 Hours









Learn Your
Way
We’re committed to making learning accessible
to everyone in telecoms, which is why we aim to
deliver content in a way that will best suit individual
learners and their needs. We offer in person and
online training options, which can be delivered live
or on demand.

LiveOnsite 
LiveOnline 
OnlineAnytime 

Live Course Delivery

LiveOnsite 
O

Traditional Approach

O

Classroom Environment

O

Classes of Approximately 12 People

O

Our instructors will use your network 		
analysis and service assurance
tools to aid applied
learning

LiveOnline 
ss
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O

Alternative to a physical classroom

O

Virtual classroom technology

O

Remote learning

O

Interactive benefits of the classroom

O

No travel cost or logistics

On Demand Learning with

OnlineAnytime 
A cost effective training solution, delivering the
same level of quality as our instructor led methods,
our OnlineAnytime courses can be accessed from
anywhere at any time, providing fully on demand
learning.

O

Options to study an individual course 		
or unlimited access to the full 60+ course
portfolio available with the OnlineAnytime
package

O

Module specific quizzes to benchmark
understanding

O

Easy to navigate, intuitive LearningZone
platform

5G & Essential
Technologies
Package

Experience fully unlimited learning
with a package license. Students get
unlimited access to over 60 technology
courses, and enjoy full interaction with
our innovative training tool, NetX.

Licenses
start from
£82/mon
th*

d
Unlimite
Access to

NetX

*per student price based on a team of 10 licences for 12 months

Discover the

Direct Access to NetX

LearningZone

O

Intuitive Navigation

O

Quick Access to Course 		 O
Catalogue

Certificates & Achievement
Badges

Our intuitive LearningZone is continually
evolving, putting our learners
at its core.

O

Easy Pause, Resume & 		 O
Bookmarking

Reporting Dashboard for 		
Managers

O

Keeping Students

Engaged

With your permission, the LearningZone can automate
communications to students to encourage engagement –
suggesting follow on training with course completions and
sending a progress report if courses are left incomplete.

Bring Learning to
Life : NetX
Narated Call
Flows
Detailed
Network
Procedures

Aids Applied
Learning

Immersive
Learning Tool

Real World
Responsive
Example

Interactive
Network
Visualisation
Map

Based on
3GPP Standard
Network

Unlock
NetX with
OnlineAnytime

Apply your learning and get under the skin of your
network with NetX: a unique network visualisation tool.
Featuring a fully interactive 3GPP based network map,
narrated call flows and detailed network procedures,
NetX is essential for enhanced understanding of the
telecoms network and how technologies and equipment
interwork.

Partner with us for

Enterprise
Solutions
As an enterprise organisation in one of the world’s
critical industries, you need your teams to realise
their full potential. Harnessing the power of our
extensive portfolio and course materials, and
springboarding from our intuitive LearningZone
platform, we can partner with you to customise a
package that goes beyond our standard solution,
and covers even the most complex of training
needs.

Branded Learning

Academies

Custom

NetX

 Enhanced Learning
Tailored learning specific to your team

 Platform Integration
A seamless extension of your own platform



Knowledge Base
A hub for all your related learning content

 Dedicated Support
Assistance onboarding and promoting 		
internal engagement



Multi Language
Make learning accessible to everyone

Originally developed as a
network visualisation tool
to aid applied learning,
our NetX solution has the
potential to be so much
more.
Whether you need a
branded, customised
NetX map to reflect the
complexities of your own
network, or you need a
more comprehensive
learning support and
reference solution, we can
work together to tailor NetX
for your specific business
objectives.

Wonderful training, the instructor is
absolutely solid, great presentation
skills support and material.
Highly recommended!
Islam | Mpirical Student

Talk to us about your
training needs.

www.mpirical.com

